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RIESZ AND WOLFF POTENTIALS AND ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS IN
VARIABLE EXPONENT WEAK LEBESGUE SPACES

A. ALMEIDA, P. HARJULEHTO, P. HÄSTÖ AND T. LUKKARI

ABSTRACT. We prove optimal integrability results for solutions of the p(·)-Laplace
equation in the scale of (weak) Lebesgue spaces. To obtain this, we show that variable
exponent Riesz and Wolff potentials mapsL1 to variable exponent weak Lebesgue
spaces.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study the mapping properties of variable exponent Riesz and Wolff
potentials on weakLp(·) spaces, denoted byw-Lp(·). Our interest stems mainly from the
following application. Consider appropriately defined weak solutions to the boundary
value problem

(1.1)

{
−div(|∇u|p(x)−2∇u) = f in Ω,

u = 0 on∂Ω

when the dataf is merely anL1 function. We refer to [13] for an extensive survey of
such equations with non-standard growth. Based on the constant exponent case and
computations on explicit solutions, one expects in theL1-situation that

(1.2) u ∈ w-L
n

n−p(·)
(p(·)−1)

loc (Ω) and |∇u| ∈ w-L
n

n−1
(p(·)−1)

loc (Ω).

By earlier results of Sanchón and Urbano [26, Remark 3.3], the gradient belongs to

w-L
n(p(·)−1)

n−1
−ε

loc (Ω), while Bögelein and Habermann [5] proved that it is inL
n(p(·)−1)

n−1
−ε

loc (Ω),
for anyε > 0. By elementary properties of weak spaces (Proposition 3.2)these two
results are in fact equivalent. However, as (1.2) is the borderline caseε = 0, it has
turned out to be hard to reach. As in the constant exponent case, whenε = 0 the
inclusions into the (strong) Lebesgue space do not hold.

Our approach to this problem relies on the recent pointwise potential estimates for
solutions and their gradients to problems withL1 or measure data, see [10, 11, 23].
The case of equations similar to (1.1) is covered in [5]. The potential that appears in
the nonlinear situation is the Wolff potential, given by

Wf
α,p(x) :=

ˆ ∞

0

(´
B(x,r)

|f(y)| dy

rn−αp

)1/(p−1)
dr

r
.

At a given pointx, a solution to (1.1) is controlled byWf
1,p(x)(x), and its gradient is

controlled byWf
1/p(x),p(x)(x).
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These estimates are the nonlinear counterpart of representation formulas, as proper-
ties of solutions may be deduced from the properties of the potentials. Our aim is to
exploit this, and establish a local version of (1.2) by proving that the Wolff potential
Wf

α(x),p(x)(x) has the appropriate mapping properties. This answers the open problem
posed by Sanchón and Urbano [26, Remark 3.3] and completes the generalization of
the Wolff-potential approach for (1.1) started by Bögeleinand Habermann in [5].

The usual way to look at the mapping properties of the Wolff potential is to estimate
it pointwise by the Havin-Maz’ya potential (see [14]), which is an iterated Riesz poten-
tial. Thus we study the mapping properties of the Riesz potential as well. For (strong)
Lebesgue spaces these properties are well known, see [7, 24,25] and [8, Section 6.1].
Here we deal with the novel case of weak Lebesgue spaces.

Our first result is the strong-to-weak estimate for the RieszpotentialIα(·), Theo-
rem 4.3. We show that

Iα(·) : L
r(·)(Ω) → w-Lr#α (·)(Ω),

whereΩ is an open, bounded set inRn, the target space is a weak variable exponent
Lebesgue space andr#α := nr/(n−αr) is the (pointwise) Sobolev conjugate ofr. For
r− := inf r > 1, strong-to-strong boundedness has been known for ten years[7], so
the novelty lies in the inclusion of the caser− = 1. In contrast to the constant exponent
case, this is not enough for us; surprisingly, the fact that

f ∈ Lr(·)(Ω) =⇒ (Iα(·)f)
q(·) ∈ w-L

r
#
α (·)
q(·) (Ω)

for every log-Hölder continuous positive functionq requires a separate proof. This
proof is based on pointwise estimate between the Riesz potential and the Hardy–
Littlewood maximal operator.

Then we study how the Riesz potential acts on weak Lebesgue spaces, as this situ-
ation will inevitably happen when dealing with the Wolff potential onL1. This turns
out to be a difficult question because the weak Lebesgue spaces are not well-behaved.
We show that the weak Lebesgue space is an interpolation space (Theorem 5.1). This
allows us to use real interpolation to get weak-to-weak boundedness of the maximal
operator:

Corollary 1.3. Letp be a bounded measurable function withp− > 1. If M : Lp(·)(Rn) →

Lp(·)(Rn) is bounded, then so isM : w-Lp(·)(Rn) → w-Lp(·)(Rn).
In particular, M : w-Lp(·)(Rn) → w-Lp(·)(Rn) is bounded whenp is log-Hölder

continuous andp− > 1.

With a complicated application of Hedberg’s trick, we then prove in Theorem 6.5
that

f ∈ w-Lq(·)(Ω) and|f |q(·)/q
#
α (·) ∈ w-Lq#α (·)(Ω) =⇒ Iα(·)f ∈ w-Lq#α (·)(Ω).

We combine these results, and obtain in Theorem 7.2 that

(1.4) f ∈ L1(Ω) =⇒ Wf
α(x),p(x) ∈ w-L

n(p(·)−1)
n−α(·)p(·) (Ω).

A combination of (1.4) and the pointwise potential estimates now yields (1.2), pro-
vided that an appropriate notion of solutions to (1.1) is used. This requires some care,
asL1(Ω) is not contained in the dual of the natural Sobolev spaceW

1,p(·)
0 (Ω). Here we

use the notion ofsolutions obtained as limits of approximations, or SOLAs for short.
The idea is to approximatef with more regular functions, prove uniform a priori esti-
mates in a larger Sobolev spaceW 1,q(·)

0 (Ω), and then pass to the limit by compactness
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arguments. This way, one finds a functionu ∈ W
1,q(·)
0 (Ω) such that (1.1) holds in

the sense of distributions. See e.g. [3, 4, 16] for a few implementations of this ba-
sic idea, and [19, 26] for equations similar to thep(·)-Laplacian. In fact, the same
approximation approach is used in proving the potential estimates.

A representative special case of what comes out by combiningnonlinear potential
estimates and our results about the Wolff potential is the following theorem.

Theorem 1.5. Let f ∈ L1(Ω), and letp be bounded and Hölder continuous with
p− > 2. Suppose thatu is a SOLA to(1.1). Then

u ∈ w-L
n(p(·)−1)
n−p(·)

loc (Ω) and |∇u| ∈ w-L
n(p(·)−1)

n−1

loc (Ω).

In other words, (1.2) holds locally under suitable assumptions. Similar results also
follow for the fundamental objects of nonlinear potential theory, thep(·)-superharmonic
functions. Finally, by examining the counterpart of the fundamental solution, (Exam-
ple 8.14), we show that the exponents in Theorem 1.5 are sharp, as expected.

2. NOTATION

We write simplyA . B if there is a constantc such thatA 6 cB. We also use the
notationA ≈ B whenA . B andA & B. For compatible vector spaces, the space
X ∩ Y is defined by the norm‖f‖ := max{‖f‖X, ‖f‖Y } while X + Y is defined by
‖f‖ := inff1+f2=f ‖f1‖X +‖f2‖Y . ByΩ we always denote an open bounded set inR

n.
Let U ⊂ R

n. We say thatg : U → R satisfies thelocal log-Hölder continuity
condition if

|g(x)− g(y)| 6
c

log(e+ 1/|x− y|)

for all x, y ∈ U . If

|g(x)− g∞| 6
c′

log(e + |x|)

for someg∞ > 1, c′ > 0 and allx ∈ U , then we sayg satisfies thelog-Hölder decay
condition(at infinity). If both conditions are satisfied, we simply speak oflog-Hölder
continuity. By thelog-Hölder constantwe meanmax{c, c′}.

Forg : U → R andA ⊂ U we denote

g+A := ess sup
x∈A

g(x) and g−A := ess inf
x∈A

g(x)

and abbreviateg+ := g+U andg− := g−U . By avariable exponentwe mean a measurable
functionp : U → (0,∞) such that0 < p− 6 p+ < ∞. The set of variable exponents
is denoted byP0(U); P1(U) is the subclass with1 6 p−. By P log

0 (U) andP log
1 (U) we

denote the respective subsets consisting oflog-Hölder continuous exponents.
We define amodularon the set of measurable functions by setting

̺Lp(·)(U)(f) :=

ˆ

U

|f(x)|p(x) dx.

The variable exponent Lebesgue spaceLp(·)(U) consists of all measurable functions
f : U → R for which the modular̺ Lp(·)(U)(f) is finite. The Luxemburg norm on this
space is defined as

‖f‖Lp(·)(U) := inf
{
λ > 0 : ̺Lp(·)(U)

(
f
λ

)
6 1
}
.
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Equipped with this norm,Lp(·)(U) is a Banach space. We use the abbreviation‖f‖p(·)
to denote the norm in the whole space under consideration (i.e.Rn orΩ).

For open setsU , thevariable exponent Sobolev spaceW 1,p(·)(U) consists of func-
tionsu ∈ Lp(·)(U) whose distributional gradient∇u belongs toLp(·)(U). The norm

‖u‖W 1,p(·)(U) := ‖u‖Lp(·)(U) + ‖∇u‖Lp(·)(U)

makesW 1,p(·)(U) a Banach space. The Sobolev space with zero boundary values,
W

1,p(·)
0 (U), is the completion ofC∞

0 (U) with respect to the norm ofW 1,p(·)(U). This
definition does not cause any difficulties: the assumptions on p in Section 8, where we
use Sobolev spaces, are enough to guarantee that smooth functions are dense in the
Sobolev space.

More information and proofs for the above facts can be found for example from [8,
Chapters 2, 8, and 9].

3. BASIC PROPERTIES OF WEAKLEBESGUE SPACES

Definition 3.1. Let A ⊂ R
n be measurable. A measurable functionf : A → R

belongs to theweak Lebesgue spacew-Lp(·)(A) if

‖f‖w-Lp(·)(A) := sup
λ>0

λ ‖χ{|f |>λ}‖Lp(·)(A) < ∞.

We immediately obtain the following two inclusions:

• Lp(·)(Rn) ⊂ w-Lp(·)(Rn) , sinceλχ{|f |>λ} 6 |f |;
• for bounded sets,w-Lp(·)(Ω) ⊂ w-Lq(·)(Ω) whenp > q, since the inequality
‖ · ‖p(·) & ‖ · ‖q(·) holds for the corresponding strong spaces.

The following result is from [26, Proposition 2.5]. We present a simpler proof here.

Proposition 3.2. Letp, q ∈ P0(Ω). If (p− q)− > 0, thenw-Lp(·)(Ω) ⊂ Lq(·)(Ω).

Proof. Let f ∈ w-Lp(·)(Ω). We writeEi := {2i 6 |f | < 2i+1} for everyi = 0, 1, 2, . . .
ThenΩ =

⋃∞
i=0Ei ∪ {|f | < 1}. We obtain

ˆ

Ω

|f |q(x) dx 6

∞∑

i=0

ˆ

Ei

2(i+1)q(x) dx+ |Ω|

6 2q
+

∞∑

i=0

ˆ

{|f |>2i}

2ip(x)2−i(p(x)−q(x)) dx+ |Ω|

6 2q
+

max
{
‖f‖p

+

w-Lp(·)(Ω)
, ‖f‖p

−

w-Lp(·)(Ω)

} ∞∑

i=0

2−i(p−q)− + |Ω| < ∞.�

Note that Proposition 3.2 works not only for bounded sets butalso for every open
set with a finite measure. It can be similarly proved that

w-Lp(·)(Rn) ⊂ Lq(·)(Rn) + Lr(·)(Rn)

for all exponentsp, q, r with (p− q)− > 0 andr > p.

It is easy to show thatf ∈ Lp(·)(Rn) if and only if |f |q(·) ∈ L
p(·)
q(·) (Rn). However,

the same is not true for the weak Lebesgue space. Indeed, in this case the following
property holds:
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Proposition 3.3. Let p ∈ P0(R
n). Then|f |q(·) ∈ w-L

p(·)
q(·) (Rn) for every exponent

q ∈ P0(R
n) if and only iff ∈ Lp(·)(Rn).

If q is constant, thenf ∈ w-Lp(·)(Rn) if and only if|f |q ∈ w-L
p(·)
q (Rn).

Proof. If f ∈ Lp(·)(Rn), then|f |q(·) ∈ L
p(·)
q(·) (Rn), and so also|f |q(·) ∈ w-L

p(·)
q(·) (Rn).

Conversely, letf be such that|f |q(·) ∈ w-L
p(·)
q(·) (Rn) for everyq ∈ P0(R

n). Let

λ ∈ (1
2
, 1) and chooseq ∈ P0(R

n) such that1
2
|f(x)|χ{|f(x)|61} 6 λ

1
q(x) < |f(x)| for

everyx ∈ R
n. Then

̺ p(·)
q(·)

(λχ{|f |q(·)>λ}) =

ˆ

{|f |q(·)>λ}

λ
p(x)
q(x) dx > 2−p+

ˆ

Rn

|f |p(x)χA dx = 2−p+̺p(·)(f χA),

whereA := {|f | 6 1}. Whenλ > 1 we similarly get an estimate for̺p(·)(fχ{|f |>1})

using a different exponentq. Thusf ∈ Lp(·)(Rn).
The last claim follows from a change of variables:

(
sup
λ>0

λ ‖χ{f>λ}‖p(·)

)q
= sup

λ>0
λ ‖χ

{f>λ
1
q }
‖qp(·) = sup

λ>0
λ ‖χ{|f |q>λ}‖ p(·)

q

. �

4. STRONG-TO-WEAK ESTIMATES FOR THERIESZ POTENTIAL

Let α : Ω → R, where0 < α− 6 α+ < n. We consider the Riesz potential

Iα(·)f(x) :=

ˆ

Ω

|f(y)|

|x− y|n−α(y)
dy

in Ω, and write

p#α (x) :=
np(x)

n− α(x)p(x)
.

BecauseΩ is bounded andα is log-Hölder continuous we observe as in [15, p. 10008]
thatIα(·)f(x) and

Iα(x)f(x) =

ˆ

Ω

|f(y)|

|x− y|n−α(x)
dy

are pointwise equivalent. Thus we obtain the following result from [8, Proposition 6.1.6].

Proposition 4.1. Letp ∈ P log
1 (Ω), α ∈ P log

0 (Ω) and(αp)+ < n. Then

Iα(·)f(x) . [Mf(x)]1−
α(x)p(x)

n .

for everyf ∈ Lp(·)(Ω) with ‖f‖p(·) 6 1.

HereM denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function given by

Mf(x) := sup
t>0

|f |B(x,t) := sup
t>0

1

|B(x, t)|

ˆ

B(x,t)

|f(y)| dy.

We also need the following Jensen-type inequality.

Lemma 4.2 (Theorem 4.2.4, [8]). Let A ⊂ R
n be measurable andp ∈ P log

1 (A). If
f ∈ Lp(·)(A) and‖f‖p(·) 6 1, then

(|f |B)
p(x) .

(
|f |p(·) + h

)
B

for everyx ∈ A and every ballB ⊂ A containingx, whereh ∈ w-L1(A) ∩ L∞(A).
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The next statement shows that the Riesz potentials behaves as expected in the vari-
able exponent weak space. We will use the exponentq to overcome the difficulty
implied by Proposition 3.3.

Theorem 4.3. Suppose thatp ∈ P log
1 (Ω), α ∈ P log

0 (Ω) and (αp)+ < n. If f ∈

Lp(·)(Ω), then(Iα(·)f)
q(·) ∈ w-Lp#α (·)/q(·)(Ω) for everyq ∈ P log

0 (Ω).

Proof. It is enough to show that for everyf ∈ Lp(·)(Ω) with ‖f‖p(·) 6 1 and every
t > 0 we have

ˆ

{(Iα(·)f)
q(·)>t}

tp
#
α (x)/q(x)dx . 1.

By Proposition 4.1, for a suitablec > 0,
{
(Iα(·)f(x))

q(x) > t
}
⊂
{
c[Mf(x)]

p(x)q(x)

p#α (x) > t
}
=: E.

For everyx ∈ E we chooseBx := B(x, r) such thatc(|f |Bx
)
p(x)q(x)

p#α (x) > t. Since
‖f‖1 . ‖f‖p(·) 6 1 we get|f |Bz

. |Bz|
−1. Denoter := pq/p#α . Then

t . |f |
r(x)
Bx

6 (1 + |f |Bx
)r(x) 6 (1 + |f |Bx

)r(y)(1 + |f |Bx
)r(x)−r(y),

wherey ∈ Bx. If r(x) − r(y) 6 0, then(1 + |f |Bx
)r(x)−r(y) 6 1. If r(x)− r(y) > 0,

then we obtain bylog-Hölder continuity that

(1 + |f |Bx
)r(x)−r(y) 6 (1 + |Bz|

−1)r(x)−r(y) 6 2p
+q+
(
1 + |Bz|

r(y)−r(x)
)
. 1.

Hence we have for everyy ∈ Bx that

t . (1 + |f |Bx
)r(y).

By the Besicovitch covering theorem there is a countable covering subfamily(Bi)
with bounded overlap. Thus we obtain by Lemma 4.2 that

ˆ

E

tp
#
α (x)/q(x)dx 6

∑

i

ˆ

Bi

tp
#
α (x)/q(x)dx .

∑

i

ˆ

Bi

(1 + |f |Bi
)p(x)dx

.
∑

i

(
ˆ

Bi

|f(y)|p(y) + h(y) dy + |Bi|

)
. 1. �

5. REAL INTERPOLATION AND WEAK LEBESGUE SPACES

It is well known that real interpolation between the spacesLp and L∞ gives a
weak Lebesgue space in the limiting situation when the second interpolation parameter
equals∞. We shall prove that the same holds in the variable exponent setting.

We recall that, for0 < θ < 1 and0 < q 6 ∞, the interpolation space(A0, A1)θ,q
is formed from compatible quasi-normed spacesA0 andA1 by defining a norm as
follows. Fora ∈ A0 + A1 we set

‖a‖(A0,A1)θ,q :=






(
ˆ ∞

0

[
t−θK(t, a)

]q dt
t

)1/q

whenq < ∞,

sup
t>0

t−θK(t, a) whenq = ∞.

Here thePeetreK-functionalis given by

K(t, a) := K(t, a;A0, A1) := inf
a0+a1=a

a0∈A0,a1∈A1

(
‖a0‖A0 + t ‖a1‖A1

)
, t > 0.
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We saw in Proposition 3.3 that weakLp(·)-spaces are not very well behaved. Real
interpolation in the variable exponent setting is even morechallenging. Fortunately,
we can get quite far with the following special case, whose proof already is quite
complicated.

Theorem 5.1.Letp ∈ P0(R
n). For θ ∈ (0, 1),

(
L(1−θ)p(·)(Rn), L∞(Rn)

)
θ,∞

= w-Lp(·)(Rn).

Proof. Denotep0 := (1− θ)p andX :=
(
Lp0(·)(Rn), L∞(Rn)

)
θ,∞

. Then by definition

‖f‖X = sup
t>0

t−θ inf
f0+f1=f

(
‖f0‖p0(·) + t ‖f1‖∞

)
.

We assume without loss of generality thatf, f0, f1 > 0.
We start by proving that‖f‖X & ‖f‖w-Lp(·). Let λ > 0 be such that‖f‖w-Lp(·) <

2λ‖χA‖p(·) whereA := {f > λ}. Then it remains to prove the second of the inequali-
ties

‖f‖X > ‖λχA‖X > ‖λχA‖p(·) & ‖f‖w-Lp(·).

Since the norm inX is a sum of anLp0(·)- and anL∞-norm, it is clear that the infimum
can be taken overs > 0 and functionsf1 := min{f, s}, f0 := f − f1. Thus we
calculate

‖χA‖X = sup
t>0

t−θ inf
s∈[0,1]

(
(1− s)‖χA‖p0(·) + ts

)

= sup
t>0

t−θ min{‖χA‖p0(·), t}

= ‖χA‖
1−θ
p0(·)

= ‖χA‖p(·).

This completes the proof of the inequality‖f‖X & ‖f‖w-Lp(·).
We show next that‖f‖X . ‖f‖w-Lp(·). By homogeneity, it suffices to consider the

case where the right hand side equals one, so that, for everyλ > 0,

(5.2) 1 >

ˆ

{f>λ}

λp(x) dx =

ˆ

{f>λ}

λ
p0(x)
1−θ dx =

ˆ

{f>z1−θ}

zp0(x) dx.

Writing the claim in modular form, we see that we need to provethat

sup
t>0

t−θ inf
s>0

(
‖max{f − s, 0}‖p0(·) + ts

)
. 1.

We chooses := tθ−1 so thatt−θts = 1. Thus it suffices to show that

‖t−θ max{f − tθ−1, 0}‖p0(·) . 1

for all t > 0. We next note thatmax{f − tθ−1, 0} 6 fχ{f>z1−θ} with z := 1
t
. Then the

claim in modular form is

(5.3)
ˆ

{f>z1−θ}

(zθf)p0(x) dx . 1.

Define
Ak :=

{
x ∈ R

n | f(x) ∈ (2k(1−θ), 2(k+1)(1−θ)]
}
, k ∈ Z.

For z = 2k0, we conclude from assumption (5.2) that
ˆ

{f>z1−θ}

zp0(x) dx =
∞∑

k=k0

ˆ

Ak

2k0p0(x) dx 6 1 =⇒

ˆ

Ak0

2k0p0(x) dx 6 1.
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The latter inequality holds for everyk0 ∈ Z. Substitutingz = 2k0 in (5.3), we find that
it is enough to prove that

∞∑

k=k0

ˆ

Ak

(
2k0θ2(k+1)(1−θ)

)p0(x)
dx . 1

for all k0 ∈ Z. So we estimate
ˆ

Ak

(
2k0θ2(k+1)(1−θ)

)p0(x) dx 6
(
2(k0−k)θ

)p−0
ˆ

Ak

2kp0(x) dx 6 2(k0−k)θp−0 .

Hence it follows that
∞∑

k=k0

ˆ

Ak

(
2k0θ2(k+1)(1−θ)

)p0(x) dx 6

∞∑

k=k0

2(k0−k)θp−0 =
1

1− 2−θp−0
< ∞,

which is the required upper bound. �

The following feature is the main property of the the real interpolation method [28,
Proposition 2.4.1]: IfT is a linear operator which is bounded fromX0 to Y0 and from
X1 to Y1, thenT is bounded from

(X0, X1)θ,q to (Y0, Y1)θ,q

for θ ∈ (0, 1) andq ∈ (0,∞]. If simple functions are dense in the spaces, then the
claim holds also for sublinear operators (cf. [6, Theorem 1.5.11], or [9, Corollary A.5]
for the variable exponent case; see also [2, Lemma 4.1] for a discussion in a general
framework). This, together with Theorem 5.1 forX0 = Y0 = Lp(·)(Rn) andX1 =
Y1 = L∞(Rn) yields the following corollary.

Corollary 5.4. Assume thatT is sublinear,T : Lp(·)(Rn) → Lp(·)(Rn) is bounded,
andT : L∞(Rn) → L∞(Rn) is bounded. ThenT : w-Lλp(·)(Rn) → w-Lλp(·)(Rn) is
bounded for everyλ > 1.

L. Diening has shown that the boundedness ofM : Lp(·)(Rn) → Lp(·)(Rn) implies
the boundedness ofM : Lsp(·)(Rn) → Lsp(·)(Rn) for somes < 1 [8, Theorem 5.7.2].
Furthermore, it is known that the maximal operator is bounded on Lp(·)(Rn) when
p ∈ P log

1 (Rn) andp− > 1 [8, Theorem 4.3.8]. In view of the previous result these facts
immediately imply Corollary 1.3.

6. WEAK-TO-WEAK ESTIMATES FOR THERIESZ POTENTIAL

The following claim is proved as part of the proof of [8, Lemma6.1.5].

Lemma 6.1. Let p ∈ P log
1 (Rn) with 1 < p− 6 p+ < n

α
for α ∈ (0, n). Then

∥∥ |x− ·|α−nχRn\B

∥∥
Lp′(·)(Rn)

≈ |B|
− 1

(p
#
α )B

whereB is a ball centered atx ∈ R
n.

We next generalize this claim to slightly more general norms, which will appear
below when we estimate in the dual of a weak Lebesgue space.

Lemma 6.2. Letp ∈ P log
1 (Rn) with 1 < p− 6 p+ < n

α
for α ∈ (0, n) and letθ > 0 be

so small that the infimum ofr := (1− θ)p is greater than1. Then
∥∥ |x− ·|α−nχRn\B

∥∥
(Lr′(·)(Rn),L1(Rn))θ,1

≈ |B|
− 1

(p
#
α )B

whereB is a ball centered atx ∈ R
n.
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Proof. LetB := B(x, δ) and denotef(y) := |x− y|α−nχRn\B(y). By the definition of
the interpolation norm,

‖f‖(Lr′(·),L1)θ,1
=

ˆ ∞

0

t−θ inf
f1+f2=f

(
‖f1‖r′(·) + t ‖f2‖1

)dt
t
.

Sincef is radially decreasing andr′ > 1, it is clear that, for someR ∈ [δ,∞], the
functionsf1 = |x− ·|α−nχRn\B(R) andf2 = |x− ·|α−nχB(R)\B give the infimum up to
a constant. For simplicity we denotes := r#α . Then it follows from Lemma 6.1 that

‖f‖(Lr′(·),L1)θ,1
≈

ˆ ∞

0

t−θ inf
R∈[δ,∞]

(
R

− n
sB(R) + t (Rα − δα)

)dt
t
.

By [8, Corollary 4.5.9],R
− n

sB(R) ≈ R−n
q whereq := s∞ if R > 1 andq := s(x)

otherwise. A calculation shows that

inf
R∈[δ,∞]

(
R

− n
sB(R) + t (Rα − δα)

)
≈ max

{
t

n
n+αq , δ

− n
sB

}
,

where the latter term of the maximum corresponds to the lowerboundR = δ. Further
nowR > 1 if and only if t 6 1, which allows us to determineq.

Let t0 > 0 be such thatt
n

n+αq

0 = δ
− n

sB . Then

‖f‖(Lr′(·),L1)θ,1
≈ inf

t0>0

ˆ t0

0

t−θ−1+ n
n+αq dt+ δ

− n
sB

ˆ ∞

t0

t−θ−1 dt.

If t0 > 1 (so thatδ < 1) we find that
ˆ t0

0

t−θ−1+ n
n+αq dt =

ˆ 1

0

t−θ−1+ n
n+αs∞ dt +

ˆ t0

1

t−θ−1+ n
n+αs(x)dt ≈ t

−θ+ n
n+αs(x)

0

So in this case

‖f‖(Lr′(·),L1)θ,1
≈ inf

t0>1

(
t
−θ+ n

n+αs(x)

0 + δ
− n

sB t−θ
0

)
≈ δ

− n
sB

+θ n
sB

n+αs(x)
n .

Sincep is log-Hölder continuous andx ∈ B = B(x, δ), we haveδsB ≈ δs(x). Thus

δ
− n

sB
+θ n

sB

n+αs(x)
n = δ

(θαs(x)+(θ−1)n) 1
sB ≈ δ

θα+(θ−1)n 1
sB = δ

− n

p
#
B .

For t0 6 1 we similarly conclude that‖f‖(Lr′(·),L1)θ,1
≈ δ

− n

p
#
B , using thatδsB ≈ δs∞

which holds by thelog-Hölder decay sinceδ > 1. �

According to [27, Theorem 1.11.2] the duality formula
(
(A0, A1)θ,q

)∗
= (A∗

0, A
∗
1)θ,q′

holds whenq ∈ [1,∞) andA0 ∩ A1 is dense both inA0 and inA1. We choose
A0 = Lp′(·)(Rn), A1 = L1(Rn) andq = 1. Then we obtain

(Lp′(·), L1)∗θ,1 = (Lp(·), L∞)θ,∞.

Hence we obtain the Hölder inequality
ˆ

Rn

f(x)g(x) dx . ‖f‖(Lp(·),L∞)θ,∞
‖g‖(Lp′(·),L1)θ,1

.

In the following result we generalize [8, Lemma 6.1.5] wherethe same conclusion
was reached under the stronger assumption that‖f‖Lp(·) 6 1.
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Lemma 6.3. Let p ∈ P log
1 (Rn) with 1 < p− 6 p+ < n

α
for α ∈ (0, n). Letx ∈ R

n,
δ > 0, andf ∈ w-Lp(·)(Rn) with ‖f‖w-Lp(·) 6 1. Then

ˆ

Rn\B(x,δ)

|f(y)|

|x− y|n−α
dy . |B(x, δ)|

− 1

(p
#
α )B(x,δ) ,

where the implicit constant depends on thelog-Hölder constant ofp.

Proof. SetB := B(x, δ) andr := (1 − θ)p, whereθ > 0 is so small thatr− > 1. By
Theorem 5.1 we have(Lr(·), L∞)θ,∞ = w-Lp(·) and thus by Hölder’s inequality, the
assumption‖f‖w-Lp(·) 6 1 and Lemma 6.2 we obtain that
ˆ

Rn\B

|f(y)|

|x− y|n−α
dy . ‖f‖(Lr(·),L∞)θ,∞

∥∥|x− ·|α−n
∥∥
(Lr′(·),L1)θ,1

. |B|
− 1

(p
#
α )B . �

With this result we immediately obtain a generalization of [8, Lemma 6.1.8] as
follows, where similarly the condition‖f‖p(·) 6 1 has been replaced by‖f‖w-Lp(·) 6 1:

Lemma 6.4. Let p ∈ P log
1 (Rn) with 1 < p− 6 p+ < n

α
for α ∈ (0, n). Then

(
ˆ

Rn

f(y)

|x− y|n−α
dy

)p#α (x)

. Mf(x)p(x) + h(x),

for all x ∈ R
n, andf ∈ w-Lp(·)(Rn) with ‖f‖w-Lp(·) 6 1, whereh ∈ w-L1(Rn) ∩

L∞(Rn). The implicit constant depends only onlog-Hölder constant ofp, p−, p+, α,
andn.

Then we obtain the following analogue of [8, Theorem 6.1.9] using the previous
lemma and Corollary 1.3:

Theorem 6.5. Let p ∈ P log
1 (Rn), α ∈ P log

0 (Rn) and 1 < p− 6 p+ < n
α+ . If f ∈

w-Lp(·)(Rn) and|f |p(·)/p
#
α (·) ∈ w-Lp#α (·)(Rn), then the functionx 7→ Iα(x)f(x) belongs

to w-Lp#α (·)(Rn).

Proof. We writet := p/p#α . By a scaling argument we may assume that‖f‖w-Lp(·) 6 1.

By Lemma 6.4, there existsh ∈ w-L1(Rn) ∩ L∞(Rn) such that(Iα(x)f(x))
p#α (x) 6

c
(
Mf(x)p(x) + h(x)

)
. Then

{Iα(x)f(x) > λ} ⊂ {Mf(x)t(x) > cλ} ∪ {h > c λ}

and so we obtain
ˆ

{Iα(x)f(x)>λ}

λp#α (x) dx 6

ˆ

{Mf(x)t(x)>cλ}

λp#α (x) dx+

ˆ

{|h|>cλ}

λp#α (x) dx.

Now h ∈ w-L1(Rn) ∩ L∞(Rn) ⊂ w-Lp#α (·)(Rn), so the last term is bounded. Thus it

remains to show that(Mf)t(·) ∈ w-Lp#α (·)(Rn).

Let t0 ∈ (1/(p#α )
−, t−). Since|f |t(·) ∈ w-Lp#α (·)(Rn), we obtain that|f |t(·)/t0 ∈

w-Lt0p
#
α (·)(Rn). By assumption(t0p#α )

− > 1 and hence Corollary 1.3 yields that

M(|f |t(·)/t0) ∈ w-Lt0p
#
α (·)(Rn). Sincet/t0 > 1we obtain by Lemma 4.2 that(Mf)t(·)/t0 ∈

w-Lt0p
#
α (·)(Rn), and thus(Mf)t(·) ∈ w-Lp#α (·)(Rn). �
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As was noted before,Iα(x)f(x) ≈ Iα(·)f(x) in bounded domains. Furthermore,
a log-Hölder continuous exponent in a domain can be extended to one in the whole
space, with the same parameters [8, Proposition 4.1.7]. Thus we obtain the following
corollary.

Corollary 6.6. Let p ∈ P log
1 (Ω), α ∈ P log

0 (Ω), p− > 1 and (αp)+ < n. If f ∈

w-Lp(·)(Ω) and|f |p(·)/p
#
α (·) ∈ w-Lp#

α(·)(Ω), thenIα(·)f ∈ w-Lp#α (·)(Ω).

Note that a direct use of Theorem 6.5 leads to the assumptionα+p+ < n in the
corollary. However,(αp)+ < n if and only if the domain can be split into a finite
number of parts in each of which the inequalityα+p+ < n holds, so in fact these
conditions are equivalent.

7. THE WOLFF POTENTIAL

Let µ be a positive, locally finite Borel measure. The (truncated)Wolff potential is
defined by

Wµ
α,p(x,R) :=

ˆ R

0

(
µ(B(x, r))

rn−αp

)1/(p−1)
dr

r
;

with the full Wolff potential beingWµ
α,p(x) := Wµ

α,p(x,∞). There are several ways
in which this can be generalized to the variable exponent setting. The most straigth-
forward is to consider the point-wise potentialx 7→ Wµ

α(x),p(x)(x,R).
In this case we immediately obtain the following inequalityfrom the constant expo-

nent setting:

Wµ
α(x),p(x)(x) . Iα(x)

(
Iα(x)µ

1
p(x)−1

)
(x).

This was observed in [5, Subsection 5.2]. As we have noted, inthe bounded domain
case the Riesz potentialsIα(x)f(x) andIα(·)f(x) are comparable. Thus we obtain that

Wµ
α(x),p(x)(x,R) . Iα(·)

(
Iα(·)µ

1
p(x)−1

)
(x).

However, there is no immediate way to change the exponent1
p(x)−1

. As far as we can
see, the above inequalitycannotbe used to derive Theorem 8.6, thus the validity of
the claims in this part of [5, Section 5.2] are in doubt. (Additionally, their claim that
Iα(·) : L

p(·)(Rn) → Lp#α (·)(Rn) is bounded is false, see [15, Example 4.1]; the claim
only holds for bounded domains. Of course, the latter claim is what is actually needed.)

The Wolff potential has also been studied by F.-Y. Maeda [22]. To state the result as

clearly as possible, let us denoteg(y) := Iαf(y)
1

p(y)−1 . Maeda proved that

Wµ
α,p(x)(x) . Iαg(x)

SinceIα(x)f(x) ≈ Iα(·)f(x), this implies the desired inequality, which can briefly be
stated as

(7.1) Wµ
α(x),p(x)(x) . Iα(·)

(
Iα(·)µ

1
p(·)−1

)
(x),

provided one keeps track of which dot is related to which operation. The right hand
side in this equation is called the Havin–Maz’ya potential and denoted byVµ

α(·),p(·)(x).
The following result is now a consequence of Theorems 4.3 and6.5, and (7.1).
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Theorem 7.2. Let α, r, andp be bounded andlog-Hölder continuous, withp− > 1
andr− > 1, 0 < α− 6 α+ < n, (αpr)+ < n, andp(x) > 1 + 1/r(x) − α(x)/n for
everyx ∈ Ω. If f ∈ Lr(·)(Ω), then

x 7→ Wf
α(x),p(x) ∈ w-L

nr(·)(p(·)−1)
n−α(·)p(·)r(·) (Ω).

Proof. By (7.1), it suffices to consider the Havin–Maz’ya potentialVf
α(·),p(·) instead of

the Wolff potential. Denotes := nr(p−1)
n−αr

; by assumptionp > 1 + 1/r − α/n so that
s− > 1. Choosingq := 1/(p− 1) in Theorem 4.3, we see that

(Iα(·)f)
1/(p(·)−1) ∈ w-Ls(·)(Ω).

Since(αpr)+ < n, we find that(αs)+ < n and thus by choosingq := s/[(p − 1)s#α ]
in Theorem 4.3 we obtain that

[
(Iα(·)f)

1/(p(·)−1)
] s(·)

s
#
α (·) ∈ w-L

(p(·)−1)s
#
α (·)

nr(·)
n−α(·)r(·)

s(·) (Ω) = w-Ls#α (·)(Ω).

Further, since(αpr)+ < n, we can use Corollary 6.6 for the function(Iα(·)f)
1/(p(·)−1)

to conclude that

Vµ
α(·),p(·) ∈ w-Ls#α (·)(Ω).

The claim follows from this sinces#α = nr(p−1)
n−αpr

. �

8. AN APPLICATION TO PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

In this section, we discuss consequences of our results and pointwise potential esti-
mates for solutions to the nonlinear elliptic equation

(8.1) − div(|∇u|p(x)−2∇u) = µ,

whereµ is a Borel measure with finite mass. The right quantity for estimating solutions
to (8.1) and their gradients is the Wolff potentialWµ

α(x),p(x)(x).
Recall that for right hand side data a Borel measureµ with finite mass or a function

in L1, we use the notion of solutions obtained as limits of approximations, SOLAs
for short. Gradient potential estimates for SOLAs follow byworking with a priori
more regular solutions, and then tranfering the information obtained to the limit. In
the case of general measures, the latter step requires some care, as the approximants
convergence only in the sense of weak convergence of measures. For this reason,
the approximation argument is not done using the final potential estimates. Certain
intermediate estimates from which the actual potential estimates are then built need to
be used instead. See [5, Proof of Theorem 1.4, p. 668] for the details.

An alternative point of view is to start with the fundamentalobjects of the nonlinear
potential theory related to thep(·)-Laplacian,p(·)-superharmonic functions. See [21,
Definition 2.1, p. 1068] for the exact definition of this class. For ap(·)-superharmonic
functionu, there exists a measureµ such that (8.1) holds. This is theRiesz measureof
u. Important results in nonlinear potential theory are derived by employing measure
data equations like (8.1). The leading example is the necessity of the celebrated Wiener
criterion for boundary regularity, see [17].

The gradient potential estimates in [5] are local: one worksin a fixed ball, compactly
contained inΩ. Thus the solution under consideration can be a local SOLA, i.e. it
suffices to choose approximations in a fixed compact subset ofΩ.
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If µ is a signed measure, we use the notation

Wµ
α(x),p(x)(x,R) =

ˆ R

0

(
|µ|(B(x, r))

rn−α(x)p(x)

)1/(p(x)−1) dr
r
,

where|µ| is the total variation ofµ.
To extend the gradient potential estimate top(·)-superharmonic functions, we need

the fact that these functions are local SOLAs. This is the content of the following
theorem.

Theorem 8.2.Letp belog-Hölder continuous withp− > 2. Letu be ap(·)-superharmonic
function in a domainΩ and letµ be the measure such that

−div(|∇u|p(x)−2∇u) = µ.

For every subdomainΩ′ ⋐ Ω there are sequences of solutions(ui) and smooth, positive
functions(fi) such that

−div(|∇ui|
p(x)−2∇ui) = fi in Ω′,

ui → u in W 1,q(·)(Ω′) for any continuousq such thatq(x) < n
n−1

(p(x) − 1) for all

x ∈ Ω′, andfi → µ in the sense of weak convergence of measures.

Proof. This follows in the same way as in the constant exponent case,Theorem 2.7 in
[18]. For the reader’s convenience, we sketch the argument here with the appropriate
references for various auxiliary results. The proof consists of two main steps. First, we
prove the claim whenu is a weak supersolution. The general case is then reduced to
the case of supersolutions by an approximation argument using the obstacle problem.

Assume first thatu is a weak supersolution. Thenu ∈ W
1,p(·)
loc (Ω), and the fact that

µ belongs to the dual space
(
W

1,p(·)
0 (Ω′)

)∗
follows from the equation satisfied byu.

Then the case of supersolutions follows by arguing as in [18,Lemma 2.6] and using
the elementary inequalities between thep-modular and the Luxemburg norm.

In the general case, the fact thatu ∈ W 1,q(·)(Ω′) follows by a refinement of [20,
Theorem 4.4]. By [12, Theorem 6.5], we may choose a sequence(ũi) of continuous
weak supersolutions increasing tou. Arguing as in [12, proof of Theorem 5.1] we see
that∇min(ũi, k) → ∇min(u, k) pointwise almost everywhere for anyk ∈ R. It fol-
lows that∇ũi → ∇u pointwise a.e., and the pointwise convergences easily imply that
ũi → u in W 1,q(·)(Ω′). The proof is completed by applying the case of supersolutions
to the functions̃ui, together with the convergence ofũi → u in W 1,q(·)(Ω′), see the
proof of Theorem 2.7 in [18]. �

The following pointwise potential estimates hold for localSOLAs andp(·)-super-
harmonic functions. See [5] for (8.4) and (8.5) in the case ofSOLAs, and [21] for (8.4)
for p(·)-superharmonic functions. Finally, the gradient estimate(8.5) holds also for
p(·)-superharmonic functions by an application of Theorem 8.2.The Hölder continuity
of p is required for the gradient estimate, since its proof uses Hölder estimates for the
gradient of weak solutions (cf. [1]).

Theorem 8.3. Let p be log-Hölder continuous withp− > 2. Let u be positivep(·)-
superharmonic or a local SOLA to(8.1). Then there existsγ > 0 such that

(8.4) |u(x0)| .

(
−

ˆ

B(x0,R)

|u|γ dx

)1/γ

+Wµ
1,p(x0)

(x0, 2R) +R
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for all sufficiently smallR > 0. For positivep(·)-superharmonic functions, the as-
sumptionp− > 1 suffices instead ofp− > 2.

Suppose next thatp is Hölder continuous. Then

(8.5) |∇u(x0)| . −

ˆ

B(x0,R)

|∇u| dx+Wµ
1/p(x0),p(x0)

(x0, 2R) +R

for all sufficiently smallR > 0.

The restrictionp− > 2 in the gradient estimates is related to the fact that there are
substantial differences in gradient potential estimates in the casesp < 2 andp > 2
even with constant exponents, see [10]. For simplicity, we focus on the prototype case
(8.1) here, but this result, and hence also Theorem 8.6 below, hold for more general
equations of the form

−div(a(x,∇u)) = µ

under appropriate structural assumptions ona(x, ξ). The interested reader may refer
to [5, 21] for details.

The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 7.2 and 8.3.

Theorem 8.6. Let p andr be log-Hölder continuous withp− > 2. Letu be a positive
p(·)-superharmonic function, or a local SOLA to(8.1), withµ ∈ Lr(·)(Ω).

(a) If (pr)+ < n andp > 1 + 1/r − 1/n for everyx ∈ Ω, then

u ∈ w-L
nr(·)(p(·)−1)
n−p(·)r(·)

loc (Ω).

For positivep(·)-superharmonic functions, the assumptionp− > 1 suffices.
(b) Suppose in addition thatp is Hölder continuous. Ifr+ < n andp > 1 + 1/r−

1/(np) for everyx ∈ Ω, then

|∇u| ∈ w-L
nr(·)(p(·)−1)

n−r(·)

loc (Ω).

If r ≡ 1, µ can be a measure with finite mass instead of a function. Each ofthe
inclusions comes with an explicit estimate.

Theorem 1.5 is of course contained in the above theorem. The interesting case in
these results is whenr− = 1; if r− > 1, we can use the pointwise inequality (7.1) and
the strong-to-strong estimate for the Riesz potential to get estimates in strong Lebesgue
spaces with the same exponents.

Whenr ≡ 1, the above inclusions are sharp for constantp on the scale ofw-Lq

spaces. This is a special case of the following examples.

Example 8.7. Let B be the unit ball inRn, and assume that the exponentp is smooth
and radial. Define the functionu by

(8.8) u(x) :=

ˆ 1

|x|

(p(̺)̺n−1)−1/(p(̺)−1) d̺.

Then by [12, Section 6]u is p(·)-superharmonic inB, and Theorem 4.10 of [20] im-
plies that

−div(|∇u|p(x)−2∇u) = Kδ,

whereK > 0 andδ is Dirac’s delta at the origin. The exact value ofK is not important.
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Assume thatq is log-Hölder continuous. We will show thatu ∈ w-Lq(·)(B) if and
only if

(8.9) q(0) 6
n(p(0)− 1)

n− p(0)

and|∇u| ∈ w-Lq(·)(B) if and only if

(8.10) q(0) 6
n(p(0)− 1)

n− 1
.

We reason as follows to get these characterizations. First,log-Hölder continuity of
p implies that

(8.11) |u(x)| ≈ |x|−
n−p(0)
p(0)−1

and

(8.12) |∇u(x)| ≈ |x|−
n−1

p(0)−1 .

The inclusions

(8.13)
{
t < c−1|x|−

n−p(0)
p(0)−1

}
⊂
{
t < u(x)

}
⊂
{
t < c|x|−

n−p(0)
p(0)−1

}

follow from (8.11),c > 1 being the constant implicit in (8.11).
We use the second inclusion in (8.13) to get

ˆ

{u>t}

tq(x) dx 6

ˆ

{
t<c|x|

−
n−p(0)
p(0)−1

} tq(x) dx.

We use the change of variables

λ = t−
p(0)−1
n−p(0) ,

and obtain that
ˆ

{
t<c|x|

−
n−p(0)
p(0)−1

} tq(x) dx 6 c

ˆ

{|x|<λ}

λ−q(x)
n−p(0)
p(0)−1 dx 6 c

ˆ

{|x|<λ}

λ−q(0)
n−p(0)
p(0)−1 dx

where the last estimate follows from thelog-Hölder continuity ofq.
The last integral is finite if (8.9) holds. Starting from the first inclusion in (8.13), we

get a similar lower bound. Henceu ∈ w-Lq(·)(B) if and only if (8.9) holds. Repeating
the same argument using (8.12), we obtain the condition (8.10).

Example 8.14.The right hand side of the differential equation in the previous example
is a delta measure, which is not anL1-function. However, the example can be modified
to yield a function inL1. Denote byu the function from the previous example and
define

vr(x) :=

{
ar − br |x| when|x| 6 r,

u(x) otherwise.

The constantsar andbr are chosen so thatvr ∈ C1. Thenar = |∇u(r)| ≈ r−
n−1

p(0)−1 by
the computations above. A direct calculation shows that

−div(|∇vr|
p(x)−2∇vr) = ap(x)−1

r

(n− 1

|x|
+ p′(x) log ar

)
.

If we suppose thatp is Lipschitz continuous, then

n− 1

|x|
+ p′(x) log ar ≈

n− 1

|x|
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for small enoughr and so the right hand side of this equation is positive inB(0, r).
Furthermore, the right hand side is inL1 uniformly andvr ր u asr → 0, so we see
that the conclusions from the previous example hold also fortheL1 case.
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